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A History of Workplace Learning
Our ancestors wouldn’t marvel at the training
available to us today. It’s past that point now.
We’ve reached a stage where they wouldn’t
even be able to comprehend it. Technological
advancements have been so tremendous that
modern education is essentially unrecognizable
fromits chalkboard beginnings.
19THANDEARLY 20THCENTURY
The process of developing skills for work started
during the industrial revolution. There is evidence
of classroom-based training at large firms, where
employers needed to pass on information to a lot
of people in a short space of time.
However, formal organized training was rare. For
ordinary businesses, learning mostly involved
doing the job alone. Inevitable mistakes were
considered par for the course. Injuries were
unsurprisingly common, and while experienced
members of staff could show new employees
the ropes, it was rarely in their job description
to do so. Health and safety was largely based on
experience and common sense: an archaic “use
your head or lose your head” philosophy.
MID20THCENTURY
The 1950s saw the emergence of vocational
elements onschool curriculums, witheducational
institutions introducing courses that shaped
students for positions in a certain sector. By
the 1970s, regulations began to enforce stricter
standards, and companies were soon required to
run their own classroom-style training courses
that taught staff how to stay safe on the job.
Work training wasn’t particularly popular as a
concept; a disinterested lecturer reeling off rules
to a spiritless crowd and then sending them
back to work. But where many businesses saw
a necessary chore, savvier companies saw an
opportunity. Those thinking outside of the box
began to utilize training for all areas. Some even
chose tomix uppractical andacademic elements
to heighten interest, daring to treat workers as
individuals and consider their different needs.
LATE 20THCENTURY
Moving into the 1980s and 1990s, the use (and

potential) of staff training became apparent.
Technology arrived on the scene and computerbased-training – later known as e-learning –
came with it. For the first time ever, corporations
could let their training run itself, teaching staff
in a more cost-efficient way. Machines could
lead whole sessions, offering people all the
information they needed to performwell and stay
safe on the job.
Whilst this was an unquestionably significant
time during the evolution of workplace training,
content delivery methods soon fell victim to a
state of inertia. Huge investments in lumbering
corporate L&Dsystems stifled learning material
and suffocated the kind of agile thinking that
kept pace with the evolution of technology. This
immobility has since bothered unconventional
business owners and L&D professionals like an
itch they can’t quite scratch
THE MILLENNIUM, TONOW
All this evolution, and then sudden stagnation.
The workplace training timeline has been like
a thrilling high-speed drive abruptly halted by
unexpectedheavy traffic. Mobilelearningis about
taking learning to wherever it’s needed. This can
still be the classroom, but more often than not,
it’s about opening up new possibilities. Mobile
learning platforms are not just slicker and more
stylish with faster speeds, they also allow staff to
take content on the road with them, digesting it
whenever they like, however they like for a more
fulfilling and effectual learning experience.
ELEARNINGFOR SMB
Compared to corporations, SMBs have different
expectations and requirements when it comes to
training their staff. Their budgets can be tighter,
the learning is usually niche, and the ultimate
goals are often, but certainly not always, shorter
term.
Far from being a “corporate only” thing,
eLearning, when it’s done right, is equally well
suited to serving the training needs of SMBs.
PERSONAL LEARNING
There are common considerations SMB’s will look

at, for example: cost, convenience, flexibility, scalability, usability.
These should be taken care of when selecting the platform.
What makes eLearning unique to each business is the learning
they load-up onto the platform, and how it’s organised. A lot of the
platformflexibility question is related to the different types of content
it can accept and how these can be mixed to produce an engaging
and effective experience.
Freedomto be creative, within your own individual training budget, is
essential if you want your learners to use the eLearning systemyou
provide for them, and if you want the learning to stick and be useful
in their day-to-day work.
IT’S FUNANDFLEXIBLE
Staff generally don’t look forward to training. Perhaps because it’s
associated in their minds with traveling to a classroomand clicking
through a computer course or listening to a lecture for an entire day
- it isn’t something that screams excitement.
eLearninginjects a freshness intotraining, soemployees actually feel
engaged. Team members can access courses and learning topics
on their phones or tablets and experiment with different materials,

FATALITY FILE: Toxic Chicken Wings

including quizzes, games, how-to guides, and forums where they can
chat to fellow learners. And it is indisputable that learning is more
effective when the learner is engaged so you get a better return for
your training investment.
Online material is accessible around the clock, meaning learners can
learn in their own way, in their own time and at their own pace.
TEAMBUILDING
By its very nature, eLearning encourages staff to engage with one
another over course materials, discussing what they have learned
and how best to approach certain modules.
Learners are free to openly interact and question their peers on the
courseanddebatespecific areas of interest. This kindof collaboration
by social learning will create and strengthen bonds within the team.
Blurring the line between work and training with eLearning will
engrain a culture and change behaviours.
(source: Ambidect.com)

SAFETY TIPS: Safe Driving
Motor vehicle accidents are a major cause of occupational deaths.
Most vehicle accidents are the result of driver error or poor operating
practices. Drivers assume responsibility for their own safety and that
of others on the roadways. To optimize your health and well being on
the road, put into practice these safe driving tips.
OBEY TRAFFICLAWS
Know and follow the rules of the road. Make sure you have a current
license and have been properly trained to drive your vehicle. Wear
your seatbelt. Obey the traffic signs or signals and be cautious when
passing or backing. Yield the right-of-way. Drive within the speed
limit but adjust your speed for the weather or road conditions. Watch
for and heed flaggers, traffic controllers, and emergency vehicles.
DRIVE DEFENSIVELY
Be a courteous driver and share the road. Avoid aggressive driving
behaviors and “road rage” activities. Follow at a safe distance
allowing an adequate safety cushion for emergency stops. Watch
for and anticipate other drivers, pedestrians, or children on or near
the road. Visually scan for hazards, predicting howto avoid or reduce
them, stay out of vehicle “blind spots.”
BE PREPARED
Driving requires you to be mentally and physically able to operate

your vehicle. Make sure you’re rested, clear- headed, and alert. Avoid
medications or substances that could negatively affect your driving
abilities. Before entering, do a walk around the vehicle to ensure
that tires are properly inflated with adequate tread. Check that the
windshield is clean, that wiper blades are sharp, and that the lights
are clear and working. Once in the vehicle, lock the doors and adjust
the seat, seatbelt, and mirrors. Examine the gauges for adequate fuel
and water. If the vehicle is unfamiliar, locate the lights, wipers, horns,
and emergency equipment. Consult the weather and road conditions
for your planned trip; you may wish to alter your route or increase
your travel time.
STAY FOCUSED
Driving demands your full attention. Don’t be distracted by
conversations, phones, music, pre-occupied thoughts, or reading.
Keep your eyes and your mind on the road.
Crucial response time is significantly reduced, if your concentration
is not on the road. Complete activities such as trip-planning, mapconsulting, note-taking, or applying makeup before you begin
your drive. Keep both hands on the wheel and be prepared for
the unexpected. And, don’t drive tired! If you feel drowsy, open the
window, have a snack, play music or pull off the road to take a break,
walk or nap.
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An accidental mix of cleaners — acid and bleach — generated
toxic fumes that killed the manager of a Buffalo Wild Wings in
Massachusetts.
The eatery's 32-year-old manager, Ryan Baldera, was killed and 13
others were taken to the hospital, according to the Fire Department
in Burlington, Massachusetts, a Boston suburb.
The accident occurred shortly after 5:30 p.m. when a worker began
cleaning the kitchen floor just before the dinner rush.
But that employee did not know that an acid-based cleaner, Scale
Kleen, had been spilled on the floor earlier. So when the worker
used chlorine- and bleached-based Super 8 on the floor, the mixture
turned green and started to bubble.
After that worker fled the kitchen with burning eyes and breathing
issues, the manager grabbed a squeegee and tried to push the
bubbling green concoction out of the restaurant and into an outdoor
drain before he was unable to continue, according to the chief.
He was quickly overcome ... andthe squeegeeing ledhimtoa severe
medical condition. Both the Scale Kleen and Super 8 cleaners had
clear labels warning not to mix themwith other products, according
to fire officials.
Baldera died at Lahey Hospital & Medical Center in Burlington.
Memphis-based Auto-Chlor System appears to be the maker of
both Scale Kleen and Super 8. But in a company statement, it only
referred to Super 8.
"We understand the concerns, fears and questions you may have
following the Buffalo Wild Wings chemical incident which may have
involved Auto-Chlor’s product SUPER8," according to the statement.
"First and foremost, our condolences are with the individual and
their family as well as those affected yesterday during the incident.
The safety and well-being of our customers are our first priority,
always."
The statement continued, "At this time, working with OSHA, local
authorities, and emergency teams on site, we are doing everything
we can to determine all details behind this incident."
Aresponding state hazardous materials teamspread neutralizer on
the floor and into the outside air, making the restaurant safe to enter
hours later, officials said.
City officials closedthe restaurant andit had toget formal clearance
fromthe Burlington Board of Health before it could reopen.
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) had
opened an investigation at the Buffalo Wild Wings in Burlington "to
determine whether or not there were violations of workplace health
and safety standards in connection to his incident," an agency
spokesman said.
"Bleach by itself shouldn’t be deadly," said Rick Sachleben, a retired
organic chemist and member of the American Chemical Society.
"However when it’s a mixed with incompatible chemicals, it can
generate toxic gases and that’s probably what happened here."

He said millions of homes and businesses across America use these
cleaning agents that are perfectly safe when properly used — and
potentially harmful if combined.
"You can put all the labels you want, but there are lots of things
we use on a regular basis that are potentially dangerous," said
Sachleben.
"I mean, think about gasoline and how flammable and dangerous
that is. But no one thinks twice about pulling up to a station and
filling up with gas."
NEEDTOKNOW
The foodservice and hospitality industry is considered to be one of
the largest employers worldwide, with well over 12 million workers
in North America alone. As such a large business sector, the number
of reported workplace injuries is disproportionately high compared
to other types of work. This is also compounded by the fact that
many of these workers are under the age of 20 and don’t always
have the experience necessary to keep themselves safe.
Physical injuries, lost time and insurance claims have a huge
impact on any industry, and foodservice is no exception. Every year
there are hundreds of thousands of reported injuries coming from
restaurants, bars, catering kitchens and food production facilities.
Specific job training and having a clear understanding of the role
that prevention plays in minimizing workplace risk are the keys to
safety. Loose, on-the-job training only goes so far, and it is strongly
recommended that all workers seriously considering the field as
a career undertake some sort of formal training. Many colleges
offer courses in culinary arts, in addition to certificates for general
foodservice workers. These programs are a great way to get a jumpstart on the experience necessary to be both successful and safe.
Formal training prior to employment for all workers would be an
ideal situation, but the reality is that the industry is very much built
on a part-time and student workforce. In these cases, even with
decent on-the-job training, there will still be a trial by fire when it
comes to safety precautions.
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SAFETY TIPS: Simple Stretches to Avoid Injuries
Before beginning any stretching program, check with your
healthcare provider. If you question any of the following stretches,
or feel any discomfort while doing any of these stretches, stop and
check with your healthcare provider before continuing.
You may notice that working for long periods of time, without taking
a short break, may cause youtofeel some discomfort. Whenyoufirst
feel discomfort, stop what you are doing and take a few minutes to
do the stretches described in this material. Each of these stretches
focuses on a specific part of the body – the neck and shoulders,
the elbows, the forearms, and the hands and wrists. Each stretch
should be done s-l-o-w-l-y and gently. The benefits are well worth
the few minutes it takes out of your workday.

UPPER BODY
CHEST ANDSHOULDER STRETCH
 Standing up straight, raise your arms with your elbows bent so
that your upper arms are parallel to the floor, fingers pointing up.
 S-l-o-w-l-y squeeze your shoulder blades together and hold for
3-5 seconds.
 Return to the starting position and repeat three times.
FOREARMSTRETCH
 Hold your arms out straight in front of you with your palms facing
down.
 Make a loose fist with your hands.
 S-l-o-w-l-y and gently bend your fists down towards the floor.
Your knuckles should be pointing towards the floor.
 Nows-l-o-w-l-y and gently rotate your fists toward the little finger
side of your hand.
 Hold for 3-5 seconds. You should feel a stretch fromthe topside of
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Asbestos Exposure
What 's At Stake

TRUNK AND LOW BACK
SIDE BEND
 Feet shoulder width apart, arms at sides.
 With one hand, reach up overhead and s-l-o-w-l-y lean towards
opposite side. Keep both feet flat on ground.
 Hold for 3-5 seconds.
 Return to starting position and repeat twice on each side.
BACKBEND
 Feet shoulder width apart, hands on hips.
 Looking straight ahead (don’t throw your head back) s-l-o-w-l-y
and gently bend backwards.
 You should feel tension, not pain, in the low back.
 Hold for 3-5 seconds, but don’t hold your breath.
 Return to starting position and repeat three times.

SAFETY TALK ASBESTOS

the wrists up to the elbow.
 Relax and shake out your hands and arms.
 Repeat this stretch three times.
OPENHANDSTRETCH
 Start with your hands in a loose fist position.
 S-l-o-w-l-y open your hands and extend your fingers.
 Return to a loose fist position and repeat three times.

LEGS
HAMSTRINGSTRETCH
 Raise your foot on an elevated surface, at least 10” to 12” high.
A step stool, bucket, or the bottom shelf of a locked rolling cart
works for this purpose.
 Looking forward, s-l-o-w-l-y bend at hip, keeping raised leg
straight.
 Stop when you feel tension and hold 3-5 seconds.
 To increase tension, pull toes towards face.
 Switch legs and repeat stretch. Do each leg twice.
QUADRICEPS STRETCH
 Holding on for balance with your right hand, grab your left foot or
ankle with your left hand.
 Hold for 3-5 seconds and feel the pull in the front of your thigh.
 Repeat on opposite side. Do each leg twice.

Asbestos is a naturally occurring mineral, which was long valued for
its strength and heat resistance, making it the material of choice for
insulation and fireproofing, until a few decades ago.
To make buildings safer and stronger, builders and engineers added
it to the cement underfoot, the ceiling tiles overhead and many
other construction materials. It found numerous applications in
manufacturing and in the military as well.
Exposure studies reveal a lot about the health effects of asbestos
including who may be at risk of developing an asbestos-related
disease. These exposure studies focus on specific types of asbestos
work. They uncovered how much exposure translates into cases of
disease among the workers.
For example, insulators are among the most studied population of
asbestos workers because exposure levels were high in this field
of work.
Studying asbestos insulators tells us a lot about what can happen
when a person is exposed to high levels of asbestos for years.
 .A 1990 study published in Annals of the New York Academy
of Sciences reported on insulation workers with 20 years of
experience. More than 80 percent developed asbestosis and 40
percent died of asbestos-related diseases.
Some exposure studies have evaluated the risk of disease among
people who live in a contaminated area. For example, studies
have been conducted on Libby, Montana. The town is home to an
asbestos-contaminated vermiculite mine that closed in 1990.
 A 2013 study by the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences found 18 to 20 percent of adult residents in Libby have
asbestos-related disease.

What 's the Danger
 Asbestos still kills around 5000 workers each year, this is more

than the number of people killed on the road.
 .Around 20 tradesmen die each week as a result of past exposure
 However, asbestos is not just a problem of the past. It can be
present today in any building built or refurbished before the year
2000.
When materials that contain asbestos are disturbed or damaged,
fibres are released into the air. When these fibres are inhaled
they can cause serious diseases. These diseases will not affect
you immediately; they often take a long time to develop, but once
diagnosed, it is often too late to do anything. This is why it is
important that you protect yourself now.
Asbestos can cause the following fatal and serious diseases:
Mesothelioma
Mesothelioma is a cancer which affects the lining of the lungs

(pleura) and the lining surrounding the lower digestive tract
(peritoneum). It is almost exclusively related to asbestos exposure
and by the time it is diagnosed, it is almost always fatal.
Asbestos-related lung cancer
Asbestos-related lung cancer is the same as (looks the same as)
lung cancer caused by smoking and other causes. It is estimated
that there is around one lung cancer for every mesothelioma death.
Asbestosis
Asbestosis is a serious scarring condition of the lung that normally
occurs after heavy exposure to asbestos over many years. This
condition can cause progressive shortness of breath, and in severe
cases can be fatal.
Pleural thickening
Pleural thickening is generally a problem that happens after heavy
asbestos exposure. The lining of the lung (pleura) thickens and
swells. If this gets worse, the lung itself can be squeezed, and can
cause shortness of breath and discomfort in the chest.

How to Protect Yourself
Educate yourself about the risks of asbestos exposure in your
line of work, and then make sure your employer has policies and
procedures in place to evaluate jobsites and prevent exposure.
It is a requirement that all employees who performwork that could
disturb asbestos be able to identify potential asbestos containing
material, the health risks associated with exposure, and the
necessary precautions to be taken when working around asbestos.
Our training course is designed for constructors, employers,
supervisors and workers involved in building maintenance, repair,
or alteration.

4 Easy Ways to Keep Yourself Safe While
Working Near Asbestos
1. Think asbestos
 Has the site been checked for asbestos?
 .Knowthe materials you are working with – is there a chance they
might contain asbestos e.g. Roof panels, soundproof panels, heat
resistant materials?
 Stop work if you think there might be asbestos present in the
material you are working with and report it to the site manager.
2. Levels of protection
 Your employer should have an exposure minimization plan in
place.
 .No protection is needed but you should be made aware that
asbestos is present.
 You’re at a moderate risk of exposure if you’re using power tools
to cut asbestos product or removing asbestos products that risk
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SAFETY TALK CHEMICAL SAFETY
breaking. In these situations:
 .PPE and a respirator are needed, with dust extraction measures
at the site.
 .Warning signs must be posted around the area to warn of
exposure risk.
 .Protective polythene sheeting should be put down.
 Wet methods of sweeping, mopping, or vacuuming dust must be
used.
 All asbestos containing material must be disposed of dust per
regulatory requirements.
 Asbestos abatement workers have a high level of exposure risk
and additional levels of protection and training are required.
3..Clothing and handling considerations are important because
asbestos fibers can leave the site on clothing and footwear
and be breathed in by family or the public.
 Protective clothing must include the head and feet, such as lacefree footwear or boot covers.
 A coverall designed to prevent asbestos fibers from getting in
with a snug fit to the neck, wrists and ankles should be used.
 PPEshould be disposable if possible.
If not:
 PPEshould ONLYbe removed on site.
 Washing must only be done in laundries specifically set up for
handling asbestos- contaminated clothing.
 You’re at a low risk of asbestos exposure if you are working
alongside but not disturbing asbestos sheets or products.
4. Breathe clean air.
 DO NOT USE single use, or disposable respirators during work
with asbestos.
 Air purifying masks that filter asbestos fibers out of the air may
be suitable in some cases. Remember to change and dispose of
filters per manufacturer’s instructions.
 In many cases a full-face air supplying respirator is required to
provide maximumprotection.
The first step in protecting yourself is to understand where asbestos
can be found. Such as, floor tiles, fire doors, pipe and boiler wrap,
cementing compounds used in plumbing, older shingles and siding,
brake linings and clutch pedals.
The next step is to knowwhat operations will cause asbestos fibers
to break apart, crumble, or otherwise become airborne. This is
when you are in danger of breathing the fibers in. Drilling, grinding,
buffing, cutting, sawing, andstriking, all have the potential torelease
asbestos fibers fromasbestos- containing materials.
The final step in protecting yourself? If you suspect the presence of
asbestos, report it immediately to your supervisor. Only a qualified,
licensed contractor should identify, handle, remove, and dispose of
6 | ILT.SAFETYNOW.COM | OCTOBER 2020

asbestos containing material. Isolate the area in the meantime to
prevent others frompossible exposure.

FINAL WORD
It is imperative that our industries undertake the right engineering
and administrative control to identify asbestos laden substances
and materials in our society.

Quiz
1. Until a few decade ago, Asbestos was the material of
choice for insulation and fireproofing due to its strength
and heat resistance.
True
False
2. When materials that contain asbestos are disturbed or
damaged, fibres are released into the air. When inhaled,
these fibres can cause serious and deadly diseases.
True
False
3. If you are using a power tool to cut asbestos product or
removing asbestos that risk breaking, you do not have any
risk of exposure.
True
False
4. PPEshould only be removed on site and washing must
be done in laundries.specifically set up for handling
asbestos-contaminated clothing.
True
False

What Would You Do?
You have not finished your probationary term. You are very
apprehensive about your supervisor. He has asked you to do
some work with asbestos and has given you a disposable
respirator to do the work. You have been trained not to use
disposable respirators or single use respirator during work
with asbestos. What would you do?

Don't Guess at Hazards
What 's At Stake

FINAL WORD

We encounter many potentially dangerous substances at work.
Employees must be trained in the roles they will play in an
emergency.

Get the information you need to work safely around hazardous
chemicals. Learn howto protect yourself and others fromexposure,
spills and other incidents.

What ’s the Danger?
Hazardous substances can be corrosive, explosive, toxic,
radioactive, reactive, flammable or a combination of these.
Example:
In the warehouse at his workplace, Steve came across a container
without a label. He thought he knewwhat was in the container, and
prepared to use it. However, it was a highly flammable chemical,
and a tiny static spark fromthe tool which opened the can ignited
vapors and caused a deadly explosion.

How to Protect Yourself
Find out what hazards are present, or may occur. Once a hazard has
been identified and communicated to those affected, proper safety
procedures can be put into place.
Although hazard communication systems may differ fromjobsite to
jobsite, some elements should be constant:
1. Detailed Labeling: All potentially hazardous materials should
be labeled as to contents, product name and manufacturer,
possible hazards of use, safe handling information (required
PPE, mixing, application, storage) and first aid measures.
Bring any unlabeled container to the attention of your supervisor
Don’t use it. In order for labels to be effective safety measures, all
workers need to learn how to use and interpret them. Don’t guess!
2. Safety data sheets are the second line of defense against
workplace incidents involving hazardous substances.
These information sheets should be available for chemical
substances found in the workplace, particularly substances
known to be dangerous. They are provided by the supplier of
the substance.
The SDScontains information similar to the label but in more detail.
It should say what to do in the event of a spill, what first aid is
necessary, health effects, chemical properties, and it should list
emergency contact numbers.
Read through the SDS until you are sure you understand all
instructions and precautions. The SDS should always be available
on the jobsite during all work hours, including nightshifts. If you
do not understand the SDS, ask your supervisor for help. SDS files
should be kept up to date.
3. Worker Education: All these precautions would be useless
without the active participation of those most affected: you,
the worker. Abig part of any hazard communication systemis
education and training.

Quiz
1. Hazardous substances can be corrosive, explosive, toxic,
radioactive, reactive or flammable.
True
False
1. Labels for potentially hazardous materials should be
detailed.
True
False
2. Labels are more detailed than material safety data sheets.
True
False
3. Who among the following is most affected by chemical
safety training:
 The company owner
 Supervisors
 Workers
4. Abig part of any hazard communication systemis worker

What Would You Do?
A crew at one jobsite used a chemical which was highly
corrosive. The label on the container had deteriorated and was
unreadable. One worker realized that he would not know what
to do if there was a spill of that chemical. Where else should he
look for information?
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SAFETY TALK WORKING SURFACES
Opening the Way to A Deadly Fall
What 's At Stake
The human factor is the reason why there are many incidents of
severe injuries and even fatalities in floor opening falls. This occurs
through negligence either gross or inadvertent.
This results in loss of productivity, down time, and replacement
costs. Not to mention the human factor where the lives of workers
are negatively impacted in many aspects.

What ’s the Danger?
Opening in floor and roofs are part of the work environment during
construction, renovation and demolition. Also, objects falling onto
workers fromopening are potential hazards.
Half-measures are not satisfactory. Many workers have been
severely injured and others have died as a result of following
through a floor opening. For Example
 A worker cleaning up after a roofing crew picks up a piece of
plywood, not realizing it covers an opening, into which he falls.
 Aworker passing through a renovation site steps on a too-small
covering placed over a hole and not secured. The board breaks,
or, one end tips into the hole. The worker falls down the opening.
 Skylights and other roof features not designed to bear weight
also have been the route to death for workers who stepped for
climbing on them.
In industrial plants, workers have fallen from catwalks over
machinery or process vessels. Holes in the runway, unguarded
sides and ends have allowed workers to fall. Tanks with unguarded
openings large enough for a worker to fall in have also taken many
lives. Unguarded access points to fixed vertical ladders have also
been the scene of fatal falls.

How to Protect Yourself
There are safety laws requiring certain types of guards around
openings including roof openings andfloor openings, smoke shafts,
vehicle repair pits, loading dock edges and other openings on
walking and work surface. Preventions of falls into water or another
liquid, or into a hazardous substance or object is also regulated. By
law, temporary and emergency floor and wall openings must be
guarded by rails and toe boards or a cover.
There are steps to take to comply with lawand regulations such as:
 The floor opening cover must be capable of supporting any load
placed on it. It should be secured positively so it cannot be easily
removed, and it should be labeled. The cover should go over the
entire opening unless guardrails are installed.
 Ladder way floor openings and platforms must be guarded
by railings and toeboards on all sites except the entrance, the
entrance must be arranged so the person cannot walk directly
into the opening without encountering a gate or an offset area.
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 Guards are also required for hatchways and chute openings,

skylight openings, pits and trap door openings and manhole
floor coverings.
 Besides guardrails and nets, fall prevention and fall arrest
equipment might be required for you to work safely. Learn to use
the fall protection equipment and avoid hazards.
 Pay attention to good housekeeping!!
 Finally, there is another step that must be addressed to ensure
proper protection to prevent the stopping of falls through
openings. Workers must file reports or contact a responsible line
person when he or she encounter a hazardous situation like a
“floor opening”.

Final Word
Aclean site is not always a safe start but is the best start.

Quiz
1. Unguardedfloor openings have beenthe scene of workplace
fatalities.
True
False
2. .Construction is one situation in which floor openings can
occur.
True
False
3. .Laying a piece of cardboard over a roof opening during
construction makes it safe.
True
False
4. .A floor opening must be covered with a strong enough
material securely fastened in place.
True
False

What Would You Do?
You work a busy construction site. You are about to leave for a
long weekend when you notice a guard rail that does not seem
adequately securing an obvious opening. There is no one else
around to fix the problem. What would you do?

SAFETY IN YOUR ORGANIZATION: The Safety
Risks of Fatigue & How to Manage Them
Electricity, toxic chemicals, bone-crushing machines, fall hazards
and fire are just some of the dangers the 20th century workplace
health and safety programs were designed to root out.
The safety program of the new millennium must deal not just with
these old enemies but new threats that are still not fully recognized
or understood—ergonomics, workplace violence, mental stress and
what may be the newest of the newfangled hazards—fatigue.

Fatigue as a Safety Hazard
Fatigue is more than simply sleepiness. It’s the body’s response to
sleep loss and/or prolonged physical or mental exertion, e.g., as a
result of working nights or rotating shifts. Over time, this can result
in physical and mental damage.
But it’s the immediate effects of fatigue that make it such a
significant safety risk. Fatigue does things to workers’ minds and
bodies that make themmore likely to get hurt on the job, such as:
 Slowing their reaction time;
 Reducing their level of vigilance;
 Impairing their judgment and ability to make decisions;
 Making themmore distractible; and
 Causing themto lose awareness in critical situations.
(By the way, fatigue also reduces productivity—to the tune of $1,967
per worker each year, according to one study.)

Managing Fatigue Risks
Progressive companies have been quick to grasp the danger and
develop systems to manage it. If you’re wondering what the stateof-the-art fatigue risk management system looks like, a Feb. 2012
guide fromthe AmericanCollege of Occupational andEnvironmental
Medicine’s (ACOEM) is a pretty good place to look.

The Fatigue Risk Management System
Such systems are similar to OHS systems and can be incorporated
into an organization’s existing OHSsystem, according to the ACOEM.
The guide lists the key elements of a fatigue risk management
system, including:
A fatigue management policy spelling out how the company
plans to address fatigue in the workplace and lists the roles and
responsibilities of all stakeholders.
Fatigue risk management which involves collecting andanalyzing
relevant data to assess fatigue hazards and implementing controls
tominimize identifiedrisks. The ACOEMidentifies 5types of controls:
1. Balancing workload and staffing;
2. Shift scheduling;
3. Worker fatigue training and sleep disorder management;

Workplace environment design; and
5. Fatigue monitoring and alertness for duty.
Fatigue reporting system that workers can use to report when
they feel unfit towork safely as a result of fatigue or report workplace
incidents caused by fatigue.
Fatigue incident investigation which should basically parallel
standard incident investigation but also focus on the role played by
fatigue, why the worker was fatigued and why any fatigue-control
mechanisms in place failed.
Fatigue management training and education of both
management and workers on the fatigue risk management system,
including:
 Hazards of working while fatigued and the benefits of being well
rested;
 Impact of chronic fatigue on personal relationships, mental/
physical well-being and general happiness;
 Recognition that while fatigue can’t be eliminated, it can be
managed;
 The key role quantity and quality of sleep play in managing
fatigue;
 Basics of sleep physiology and circadian rhythms;
 Sleep hygiene, i.e., how to get adequate sleep;
 The potential results of sleep disorders and howto manage them;
 Importance of diet, exercise, stress management and
management of other health conditions;
 How to recognize fatigue in themselves or co-workers; and
 Alertness strategies to use at work, e.g., caffeine, rest or exercise
breaks.
Sleep disorder management programs that screen workers for
sleep disorders and help themget appropriate treatment.
System auditing on a regular basis to ensure that it’s effective,
identify weaknesses and implement corrections or improvements.
4.
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SAFETY IN YOUR ORGANIZATION: Presenteeism,
Productivity & the Impact on Your Safety Program
One of the best ways to demonstrate the value of your safety
programtomanagement is tolink it totheproductivity of theworkers
it protects. Of course, it’s one thing to assert that safety measures
increase worker productivity and another to prove it. What makes
this especially challenging is that traditional views of productivity
are being challenged by a concept known as “presenteeism.” Here’s
what presenteeismis all about and howto build a business case for
safety initiatives on the basis of minimizing presenteeism.

How Safety Contributes to Productivity
In its simplest form, productivity is about getting the most out of
your workers. When workers get injured or ill, they miss work and
their productivity suffers. By helping workers avoid illness and
injury, safety programs contribute to productivity.
At least that’s the traditional way of linking safety to productivity. But
while the notion remains fundamentally sound, modern research
about what productivity is really all about has cast doubt on this
notion. It turns out that eliminating dangers that cause work
accidents may not the most effective way to avoid productivity
losses after all.
The seminal study challenging the traditional view comes from
the American Productivity Audit that appeared in the Journal of
Occupational and Environmental Medicine in December 2003.
Based on over 28,000 employee interviews, the study’s authors
made some important findings about the impact of 2 health-related
factors on productivity losses:
The Absenteeism Factor: The fundamental assumption is that
absenteeism is at the root of productivity losses. Simply stated,
employees who miss work because of injury or illness are less
productive than employees who show up for work. However, the
APA Study found that employees who were absent accounted
for only 29% of health-related productivity losses. Only 23% of
these absences were due to injury or illness to the employee
missing work. The other 6%were due primarily to the health of the
employee’s family member. 23%is a lot; but clearly there are other
more important factors involved. What are they?
The Wellness Factor: The overwhelming majority of health-related
productivity losses—71%—occurred on the job. They were the
result of reduced performance by the employees who actually did
show up for work. These losses have gone largely unnoticed, the
Study notes, because the ailment detracting from an employee’s
performance isn’t serious enough to keep himfrommissing work.
The APA Study cites 5 conditions that most frequently impair the
performance of employees who show up for work:
 Headache/Pain;
 Cold/Flu;
 Fatigue/Depression;
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 Digestive Problems; and
 Arthritis.

Productivity losses from these conditions cost businesses than
$180 billion per year, the Study claims.
Productivity losses from these conditions cost businesses than
$180 billion per year, the Study claims.

Presenteeism & the Importance of
Wellness Programs
Health-related productivity losses attributable to the diminished
capacity of workers suffering fromminor ailments who still manage
to drag themselves to work is known as “presenteeism.” The
implications of presenteeism are enormous and, at least to some
companies highly disruptive of the existing internal order. The
best thing a company can do to enhance productivity, the Study
suggests, is to concentrate on the little ailments that detract from
the performance of workers who do come to work.
A company must also attack the soft and squishy problems that
affect productivity such as fatigue and pain. This is a departure from
the traditional focus of safety programs on the physical hazards that
cause absenteeism.

The first step is to have your workers fill out a questionnaire to determine
their perceptions about their health, well-being and what causes them
to feel stress at work. Respondents should remain anonymous so they
provide candid responses.
2. Evaluate Feedback
Next, evaluate the results of the questionnaire to identify problems that
need to be addressed. For example, questionnaires might reveal that a
certain process is unusually stressful or fatiguing to the workers who
performit.
3. Intervention
Prioritize the problems and decide when and how to address them.
Management should let workers know when they take steps to resolve
problems to reassure themthat their concerns are being taken seriously.

4. Re-Issue Questionnaires
The first set of questionnaires serves as a baseline. Once the results have
been processed and interventions taken, the cycle begins again. How
long should the cycle last? Answer: Between 1 and 3 years, according to
the Manitoba Model’s authors.

Conclusion
To be fair, the Manitoba Model is a strategy for implementing a wellness
program controlled by management across an entire organization, not
purely a safety program. Still, it’s an effective approach that you can use
to introduce and integrate elements of wellness into your overall health
and safety program.

Impact on Safety Directors & Safety
Programs
Integrating elements of a wellness strategy into a safety program
isn’t the kindof thingyou can doovernight. It takes time. And, as with
any other safety initiative, it requires the support and commitment
of management and workers. But if you’re serious about pursuing a
wellness strategy, a good starting point is to consider the model set
out by the Canadian Mental Health Association, Manitoba Division
(Manitoba Model).
Unlike most wellness plans which count on employees to take
responsibility and supply initiative for their own health and
wellbeing, the Manitoba Model is controlled from above by
management by means of a steering committee that includes both
the HR and safety directors. The Manitoba Model is essentially a
feedback loop involving 3 basic stages:
1. Evaluation;
2. Intervention; and
3. Re-evaluation.
The basic idea is to keep track of how workers are feeling, measure
their productivity and make appropriate changes on the fly.

4 Steps to Take
The Manitoba Model suggests a four-step process:
1. Get Workers’ Feedback
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BE A BETTER SUPERVISOR
When Communicating Safety, Keep Statistics
Simple
From1996 to 2000, the top five accident types for Company Ain the
field servicing sector were:
 struck by – 16%
 motor vehicles – 11%
 falls fromelevation – 10%
 musculoskeletal – 22%
Meanwhile, Company Bin the drilling sector reported these figures:
 struck by – 16%
 falls fromelevation – 22%
 caught in object – 10%
 musculoskeletal – 22%

NOT BY THE NUMBERS
Now, without looking, can you repeat all but a couple of those
statistics accurately?Probably not. Nodoubt they left animpression,
perhaps even a surprise, but by the time you got to the last one it
was time to move on. No more numbers!
Statistics can be made to do all kinds of things, including bore
people to distraction, which is the last thing you want to do during
a safety meeting. Reeling off endless facts and figures won’t give
your audience what it wants and needs. People aren’t going to
respond enthusiastically to pure information; they want to know
why it is significant and how they can use it.

USING STATS EFFECTIVELY
That’s not to say you should never use statistics. Far from it.
Presented sparingly and well, they can help get your message
across. Here are some suggestions to help make your training more
engaging and effective.
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The most common way to make statistics more interesting is with
graphs, bar charts and the like. But don’t expect these to do the
entire job. Some people have difficulty spotting the trends these
illustrations are supposed to show.
Also, unless there’s an important reason to give exact numbers,
round them out. For example, 64% can translate into “nearly twothirds”. And drop the decimal points. “Slightly more than half” can
be a lot more digestible than 53.2 percent.
Here’s two suggestions from well-known safety training expert
Richard Hawk:
“Whenever you use statistics in your presentations, think of how
you can make them meaningful for your audience. Rather than
simply reciting the fact that, say, 50% of North Americans will
experience at least one bout of serious back pain in their lives,
divide your group in half, somehow indicating one side to be back
pain sufferers.
“Break down your lost-time incident rate to show how much it
increases the chances of a person in the room getting seriously
injured when it rises. That way, employees will realize that the
‘numbers’ can affect their life and happiness.”

CONCLUSION
To be an effective safety leader, you need to be able to arouse
enthusiasmin your crew—enthusiasmfor working safely and well.
And that means you need to be able to communicate effectively. In
short, doing the math is fine. Just make sure it’s presented to your
employees in a way that is meaningful and relevant to them

